THE RIDDLES TO A TREASURE

By: Kirksey Miner
There was a young girl named Iris and her fairy friend named Fluter. One day they were going on a walk, and when they were about to turn around Iris tripped on a rock. As Fluter was about to ask Iris if she was ok Iris quickly stopped her and said, "I'm fine but come look at what I found!" Iris found a treasure map!
Fluter said, "that amazing we should find the treasure." Iris agreed, so they went off. As they were walking they heard a rattling sound in the bushes. They were curious so they went to find out what it was. They saw that it was a jaguar making that noise! "Aaaaah!" they both shouted. The jaguar jumped into a tree and said, "The treasure you seek is mine to keep pass my riddle and it's yours from me." Iris and Fluter were confused, so Fluter asked, "Who are you and what is your name." "The name of me is Shercon you see, and the treasure you seek is mine to keep!" Iris and Fluter had a problem, the jaguar wouldn't let them have the treasure unless they passed the riddles!
Iris asked, "What's the first riddle?" Shercon said, "Follow the path to the cave of wonder then you'll find the next riddle to honor." And then Shercon disappeared. "What does that mean?" Flutter asked. "I guess we find a path and follow it," Iris answered. So they both were looking around. And after a couple of minutes Flutter said, "Iris come look I found the path!" "That's wonderful Flutter!" Iris reapplied. And so they followed the path to the cave.
Shercon said, "Now it's time to solve the second riddle." Shercon said the last riddle. "What is stronger than love and greater than infinity?" Fluter was confused but Iris eminently got it. "Nothing!" Iris cried.
They looked up and saw a key floating down to them. Then a treasure chest came up from the ground. Iris and Fluter opened the treasure chest together and in it was a ton of gold. They lived happily ever after.